Electronic Home System Questionaire
This simple survey will help us better understand your needs
Please take a moment and review it before our meeting
Name:

Phone:

Interest Level
01

1

Email:

(Please mark the interest level for each product. 1 - Not Interested, 2 - Interested, 3 -Very Interested)

Lighting Control
2

3
Instead of dimmer banks with 3-8 dimmers next to each other, we can install a stylish keypad in each control
location, and with ONE button press you will be able to set the perfect lighting scene to match the current
mode. This will simplify use, minimize wall clutter and optimize the lighting in your home in a significant way.
Would this interest you?
How would you feel about never have to touch a light switch for any of the outdoor lights? Your house will
know when Sunrise/Sunset and daylight savings are and automatically adjust the lights at the appropriate
time.
Would you like to leave for work in the morning or retire to your suite at night knowing that with a SINGLE
button press you can turn OFF all the lights in your home?
Would you be interested in having certain lights automatically turn on when a car drives up through
the gate
CineCurve
or having all the lights turn ON in your house when the intrusion alarm in activated?
The CineCurve features a native 2.40:1 image area
allowing full enjoyment and flexibility when watching
movies in super-wide screen formats, and masks
to conform to HDTV and NTSC TV formats

02

Home Theater
For the ultimate movie experience, would you be interested in having a dedicated room in your home serve
as a Home Cinema? We can design the room complete with acoustical treatment, High Performance
Audio
Cabaret Screen
and a Projector system that will create an intense imursiful experience rivaling the best commercial cinemas.
Its sleek and stylish contemporary design allows
the Cabaret Screen to seamlessly blend into any
environment

03

Media Room
Are you interested in getting the Home Theater experience with a surround sound system incorporated into
your Living/Den/Family or Master Bedroom, without any visible speakers or equipment showing?
Would you like to use a large screen TV as the display device, or would you rather have a motorized
projector screen that would disappear into the ceiling when not in use? This will also insure that the right
screen size is calculated in proportion to the seating distance without having to account for the esthetic
difficulties of having a large enough TV in a Living Room or Family Room.

04

Multi Room Music
Are you interested in being able listen to your music library in different rooms of the house, through in-wall or
in-ceiling speakers? We could design a system that allows you to control your music from a simple keypad
or touch panel in each room.
Would you prefer a system where all the equipment will be installed in one location instead of spread out in
the different rooms?
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05
1

Distributed Video
2

3

Are you interested in housing all the Satellite Receivers, Cable boxes and other global video sources in one
location, out of sight instead of being placed in individual rooms? This will allow you to watch any recorded
TV show or movie on any display in the house without it being tied to one particular TV. Another benefit is
this will also allow the TV sound to be outputted through that rooms Multi Room Music speakers, resulting in
significantly better and clearer sound.
Would you like to have the ability to rent movies over the Internet, so you can watch a film instantly in full
HD anywhere in the house?
What about housing your DVD collection in a server system, so any of your movies would instantly be
available in a simple way on any TV in the house without you having to search for a DVD ever again.
06

Smart Home Control
Are you interested in being able to monitor and control your lights, music, thermostats, alarm, cameras and
other various systems in a simple and intuitive way from a touch panel instead of having different devices
on the wall for each one? We can design a system with a touch panel in each key location for ease of use
and convenient access.
What about having ONE handheld remote control per TV that would look and work the same for every
location instead of five different ones? ONE button turns on all the equipment needed for the room and
switches to the right source.

07

Camera System
Would you be interested in having a camera system installed so you can see who is at the gate before letting
the person in or be able to watch the kids in the pool from any TV or touch panel in the house?
Do you want to be able to access the cameras from a anywhere in the world on a computer or laptop?
Digitronic use systems that are compatible with both Mac and Windows PC, so regardless of computer it will
be compatible with your system.
Are you interested in being able to monitor your cameras from an Iphone or Ipad?
What about having a camera and a microphone installed in the babies room, so you can monitor any
activities?

08

Security System
Would you be interested in having a complete security system installed in your home to protect from
burglary, intrusion and fire?

09

Phone & Intercom System
Are you interested in having a phone system installed, in order to intercom between different areas,
communicate with a visitor at the gate and buzz them in from ANY phone in the house.

10

Data & Wireless Internet
Do you want to be able to have complete fast wireless coverage throughout your whole house, so you can
use your laptop or iPad to surf the Internet and print to a centrally located printer from anywhere in the home?
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A
1

Comfort Integration

Climate Control
2

3

Would you like to be able to set and monitor any or all thermostats around the house from each touch panel,
without having to walk to each one separately? What about having them automatically set back when you
leave the house for work and reset, an hour before you return?
B

Pool Integration
Are you interested in being able to view the status of pool and spa equipment, turn on/off any device that
is connected to the pool controller, check water and air temperatures or change pool and spa thermostat
settings from any touch panel in your home?

C

Fireplace Control
Integrating the Fireplaces to the system can allow you to turn it ON and OFF from your media remote or
a touch panel. We could also have them turn off automatically at midnight or any other time as a safety
precaution. Would this be something you would be interested in?

d

Shade/Drape Control
Would you be interested in integrating your motorized shades and drapes installed in your home so you
can control them from selected touch panels or hand held media remotes in the house, without having to
use a separate remote for them?

e

iPhone/IPad Integration
What about having your iPhone or IPad integrated into the system, so you
can control your various sub systems either around the house or remotely from anywhere in the
world? Open the gate, arm your security system, watch your cameras, turn OFF your thermostats
and lights, all while being away on vacation or at work.

Other Questions or Requests
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